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Welcome to the Ethereum ecosystem
AQUA BNB Finance (ABF)
ABF its BNB reward pool with the highest daily income and the
lowest development fee. Sincerely, AQUA developers.
Airdrop ETQ Token
AQUQ BNB Finance

What is Ethereum AQUA BNB Finance?
Invest BNB and get 8% daily reward. The percentage of reward
depends on the amount of BNB you invest. Daily bnb
withdrawal available. There is also a strategy. If you withdrawal
more, your ABF loose reward generating efficiency. So,
compound 6 days and withdrawal 1 day every week. In all
cases, the final decision is yours, you can withdraw
investments at your convenience.

What is token ETQ?
We also have long-term investments at the moment, our team
has launched the Ethereum Aqua SWAP (ETQ) Airdrop Token.
You can get free 500 ETQ tokens in AirDrop section. Our team
plans to launch a listing of 1ETQ = 0.01$ . Listing On
Pancakeswap is scheduled for 01/08/2022.

Is it possible to earn through the system (ABF)
more than 8%
The ABF system allows you to earn up to 12% bonuses if
you invite friends through your referral link.
After investing, copy your referral link, invite a friend and get a
12% bonus every time someone clicks and invests through
your referral link.
Bonuses of 12% vary depending on your friend’s investment.
Or a person who came to the project through your referral link.

How do you get financial independence?
After you attract referrals, for each replenishment of the
balance of the referral who came through your link, you will
receive 12% in an unlimited amount, thus you will gain financial
independence on an ongoing basis. And most importantly, don’t
forget the daily 8% of your personal bnb investment.

MOBILE APP
Our team (ABF) is also developing a mobile offering for easy
tracking of daily BNB income and other news that will be
associated with the AQUA ecosystem.
What will be the advantages of the AQUA System mobile
application?
After launching the mobile application, you will be able to more
actively monitor your investments in the ABF system.

Every time you get 8% daily interest on your investment or if
you get a 12% referral bonus, you will be visible through the
mobile offer and it will be more pleasant to follow the growth of
income in this way.
Through a mobile application, connecting Meta Mask or Trust
wallet will become easier by 2 clicks.
The mobile application will be available initially on the Android
play market, in the future it will be added to the App Store.

ETQ Tokenomics
Welcome to the Ethereum AQUA ecosystem. This section
provides basic information about the distribution and planning
of ETQ tokens among holders.
Start:
April 14, 2022 (9:00AM GMT)
Official Token Name:
Token Name (Ethereum Aqua SWAP)

Official Token Symbol:
Token Symbol (ETQ)
Total Supply:
1 Billion token ETQ
Airdrop CAP:
50 Million token ETQ
Listing Pankeswap:
100 Million token ETQ
Listing CoinTiger:
100 Million token ETQ
Reserve ETQ Token:
292 Million reserve tokens for future listings on other
exchanges.
Official blockchain token:
The token was created on the Balance Smart Chain bep20
blockchain.
Pre-sale CAP:
300 Million token ETQ
ETQ Token burning layout:
After listing, 100 million ETQ tokens will be sent to a dead
address.
Listing MEXC GLOBAL:
100 Million token ETQ
Developers:
8 Million for developers for active project support.

Listing Price:
Official listing price of ETQ token 1 ETQ = $0.01.

All ETQ token shares
Airdrop Cap 50 Million ETQ 5%
Pre-sale CAP 300 Million ETQ 30%
Listing Pankeswap 100 Million ETQ 10%
Listing MEXC GLOBAL 100 Million ETQ 10%
Listing CoinTiger 100 Million ETQ 10%
burning 100 Million ETQ 10%
Developers 8 Million ETQ 8%
Reserve 292 Million ETQ 29%
ABF BNB project interest rate
Daily BNB Reward 8%
Referral bonus 12%. With each replenishment. 12%
Developer service fee 3%

OUR AQUA ROADMAP
This section presents the main roadmap for our AQUA
Ecosystem. Here you can get acquainted with the events that
have already been launched and the events that are planned to
be launched.
April 2022
Launch of decentralized token ETQ.
April 2022
launch of decentralized smart contract ABF Finance
April 2022
Launch of the main ecosystem website www.aquaswap.net
April 2022
Launch of Airdrop start page for ETQ token.
April 2022
Launch of the investment platform AQUA BNB Finance. To
generate daily 8% bnb and 12% for the AQUA referral program.
April 2022
Creation of official pages on YouTube, Twitter, Medium, Reddit,
Telegram channel and Telegram chat. Launch of aggressive
marketing on all social resources to attract holders.
April 2022
Launching ABF smart contract audit through the Hazecrypto
system.

August 2022
Listing of ETQ token on Pankeswap. Official listing price of
ETQ token 1 ETQ = $0.01
August 2022
Launching ETQ smart contract audit through the Hazecrypto
system.
August 2022
Listing of the ETQ token on the coinmarketcap and coingecko
platform.
September 2022
Launch of a decentralized exchange system for the ETQ token.
December 2022
Launch of NFT decentralized platform on bep20 smart contract.
Where the main payment token will be the ETQ token. The
platform will work with the minimum commission for AQUA
developers. The commission is 3%.
January 2023
Launch of the AQUA mobile application in the Play Store and
App Store.

Our core friendly team
In this section, we present to you our friendly team. Our team
consists of 4 people, each member of the team is responsible
for a certain activity of the ecosystem.

Thomas Anderson
Blockchain developer and founder of the AQUA system.
https://t.me/DarkNeobots
James Harary
Backend developer. Developer of the main website and other
branches of the ecosystem.
https://t.me/umbrella_dog
Jonson Smith
AQUA Ecosystem Designer. Responsible for the quality of
graphic and video objects.
https://t.me/coin_get7
Gabriel William
AQUA Ecosystem Marketer. Responsible for aggressive social
media marketing.
https://t.me/franklin_network

Our AQUA Ecosystem Partners

Answers to frequently asked questions
In this section, we will answer the most common questions. We
will try to convey to you how to use the AQUA Ecosystem and
earn money through it in order to achieve financial
independence.

Ethereum Aqua SWAP token (ETQ)
How to participate in the airdrop ETQ token?
01) Simply visit trustwallet.com and download the application.
The app is secure and
widely used in the de-fi market. (Remember to never share
your seed phrase).
02) Purchase BEP20 BNB to fund your Trust Wallet or Meta
Mask wallet.
03) Copy the this page, go to the trust wallet in the browser
section,
paste the link into the browser change the network to binance
Smart Chain, pay
the minimum transaction fee, and get 500 free ETQ tokens.
Token name: Ethereum Aqua SWAP
Token symbol : ETQ
Decimals: 18
Contract: 0x2015a0c83076f68d76bEd6Af89C38DE2c1c7D650
Listing Price 1 ETQ = $0.01
Pancakeswap Official Listing 08.01.2022
When do you plan to audit the ETQ token?
After the listing of Pancakeswap, we plan to order an Audit from
HAZE CRYPTO. The audit will give more confidence in our
project and double our holders.
When do you plan to update the Trust Wallet logo?
After listing Pancakeswap, before requesting an Audit, we will
obligatorily update the token logo.
When do you plan to join the Coinmarketcap and
Coingecko list?
After we complete the listing of Pancakeswap, order an Audit of
the token and update the Trust wallet logo, we will definitely
submit applications to the list of Coinmarketcap and Coingecko.

Why should we trust the project is there a chance of
failure?
The project is decentralized, which means that all transactions
can be tracked by anyone. We work transparently for everyone
and the question of whether to trust or not is the choice of
everyone. We do not impose and do not ask us to trust.
What is an NFT decentralized platform and how will it
affect the price of the ETQ token?
We plan to launch an NFT platform similar to the OpenSea
platform. Most importantly, in this platform, the main payment
currency will be the ETQ token. Thanks to this, the token will be
used as intended. And of course this will affect the price.
Contacts and support AQUA
In this section, you can send a business proposal and write
questions that concern you if you want quick answers, write to
our telegram chat.
https://twitter.com/abf_miner
ethereum.aqua@gmail.com
https://t.me/AQUA_BNB_FINANCE_CHAT

Disclaimer
Careful Research and due diligence should be made when
interacting with projects or networks involved in token sales.
The buyer or investor should completely understand that
his/her contribution may not result in a valuable or usable
token, and the value of such contributions is subject to partial or
complete loss of the investment.
Any possession of Ethereum Aqua SWAP and AQUA Farming
does not grant the user any rights in Ethereum Aqua SWAP
and AQUA Farming the corporation or its afﬁliates, including
but not limited to any rights of ownership, interest, proﬁt,
redemption, property or intellectual property, decision-making,
or any other such rights, such as ﬁnancial or legal rights.
Ethereum Aqua SWAP and AQUA Farming can be used for
protocol and ecosystem governance that has nothing to do with
the company or its subsidiaries.
The Ethereum Aqua SWAP and AQUA Farming Protocol, which
is a completely functional network, uses Ethereum Aqua SWAP
and AQUA Farming as functional utility tokens. The Ethereum
Aqua SWAP and AQUA Farming aren’t considered securities.
Tokens purchased with BNB are non-refundable. Ethereum
Aqua SWAP and AQUA Farming are not intended for
speculation. Ethereum Aqua SWAP and AQUA Farming makes
no guarantees about future success or value, including no
guarantee of intrinsic value, no guarantee of continued
payments, and no guarantee that Ethereum Aqua SWAP and
AQUA Farming will hold any specific value. Ethereum Aqua
SWAP and AQUA Farming are not company shares and do not
grant any rights to the company. Ethereum Aqua SWAP and
AQUA Farming are sold as a functional good, and all funds
earned by the Company are available for spending without
restriction.

